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There are two different theories on whether we should interpret the U.S.
Constitution according to the original understanding or current social reality,
which are called "Originalism" and "Living Constitution". Behind the debate,
it is a question brought about by Roscoe Pound: how to balance between the
stability and flexibility of legal interpretation? The debate will still going on,
which in turn means that the question still need further academic researches.
Besides foreword and epilogue, there are three chapters in the paper:
Chapter One introduces the origins, developments of both Originalism
and Living Constitution, and the debates over Originalism and Living
Constitution, We can conclude that as traditional methods of constitutional
interpretation, these two theories have their own reason to be existing, none
of them can perfectly handle out the contradiction between Stability and
flexibility of legal interpretation. Therefore we should seek a different
theory beyond Originalism and Living Constitution.
Chapter Two introduces Eskridge's "Dynamic Statutory Interpretation"
as the Third Way of constitutional interpretation. Through Pragmatic
Dynamism , Hermeneutic Dynamism and Institutional Dynamism , Eskridge
tells us why statutory interpretation will be dynamic, and how it is dynamic.
To apply dynamic statutory interpretation theory while interpreting law is of
great significance. On its essential goal, it can promote the protection of
rights; On its procedural goal, it can push the constitutional debates toward
public participation. Taking a dialectical attitude toward legislative history,
legal text and the consensus of public , Dynamic statutory interpretation
make evolutionary but stable reading of the law.
Chapter Three illustrates dynamic interpretation theory by practices of
constitutional judiciary. In this chapter, I files the decision made by the U.S.













speeches, in order to find how the court tried to establish a reasonable
standards for judicial review in the institution of common law. The cases
line proves to us that there are dynamic interpretation in constitutional
judiciary.
The innovation of the this paper lies in the documental analysis of the
debate over Originalism and Living Constitution, the introduction of
Dynamic Statutory Interpretation, and prove of case line of commercial
speech.
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